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2013 for admission into mbbs bds courses in the medical colleges of assam and rdc guwahati for the d general merit list continued for admission into mbbs amp bds courses for the academic, the candidates who have registered for admission to mbbs bds course 2013 must submit their score card of neet ug 2013 within 15 days after declaration of their results to the director institute of medical sciences banaras hindu university varanasi tentative counseling for admission of ug courses mbbs bds will be held on 4th july 2013, first selection list for mbbs bds candidates the last merit of mbbs has been 88 68 and that of the bds 88 55 per cent according to a press release issued here on friday 12 342 eligible, admission into mbbs bds colleges at present approximately 20 seats in mbbs and 1 3 seats in bds subject to allotment by min of health as government of india nominee are available through ksb for widows and wards of categories of defence personnel in the following order of priority, wah medical college wah cantt first mbbs merit list 2013 14 merit list merit list pakistani resident seats selection letters are being issued from merit no 01 to 60 2013 14 merit no university of health sciences lahore mbbs bds admissions session 2013 14 important public announcement the government of the punja, among them 12 have secured ranks within the top 3 000 according to the neet based merit list for admission to mbbs bds released on thursday g selvarajan secretary selection committee, date sheet bds final professional supplementary exam 2018 powers amp duties of the university employees under khyber medical university act 2006 nwfp act no 2007 interviews and merit list schedule for private medical colleges admissions 2018 19, welcome to university of health sciences lahore university of health sciences uhs lahore is a vibrant internationally recognized student centered research university with 87 colleges and institutes affiliated and around 70 363 undergraduate and 5 622 postgraduate students registered with it the university was established in 2002, merit list for 2nd counselling of mbbs bds admission 2013 roll number 88004409 81812307 81817822 87600895 87803865 86103285 84011112 85707682 87900981 86423334 86426915 81807305 88003387 81501874 84022114 86401153 81401804 86101478 86204013 86403202 84108510 86603422 86808614 86409851 82400393 81402437 84501298, 10th
merit list of mbbs bds announced private medical colleges of sindh reserved seats of balochistan website http
usmankhantv com inst, mh cet 2015 selection list admissions to mbbs bds courses 2015 2016 round 4 notification mh cet
2015 declaration of the list of selected candidates for 4th round notification last drop out seat round for government
corporation mbbs amp bds curse mh cet 2015, i have joined khyber medical university kmu at an exciting and indeed a
challenging time where the university finds itself at the cross roads of its embryonic development and being a driver of
societal change public sector mbbs bds admissions updates merit list waiting lists provisional merit list of mph students
morning, university of health sciences lahore 1st mbbs merit list of mbbs bds session 2013 14 list of candidates selected
on open merit seats for government medical institutions of thepunjab session 2013 2014, mbbs bds selection list 2013 uhs
3rd merit list of mbbs and bds 30th december 2016 17 no comments jan 5 2017 uet lahore and sub campuses 1st open
merit list 2014 15 no comments sep 24 2014 about the author admin and when you want something all the universe
conspires in helping you to achieve it 1 134 comments ayesha, uhs mcat 2nd merit list 2013 14 for mbbs admission uhs
university of health science uhs lahore is displaying the second merit list 2013 14 for the students who participated in
mcat exam merit list of uhs mcat for admission in mbbs , shalamar medical amp dental college first mbbs merit list of
expatriate students 2013 14 first merit list expatriate students note last date of fee submission for first merit list is
wednesday november 20 university of health sciences lahore mbbs bds admissions session 2013 14 important public
announcement the government of the punja, amc second merit list of open merit seats for mbbs and bds admissions for
2017 18 session in 2017 amc second merit list for mbbs open merit seats highest merit was 90 0111 and lowest merit was
89 6843 however in amc second merit list for bds open merit seats highest merit was 89 6616 and lowest merit was 89
5182, from here you can find kpk medical colleges last year merit list 2012 for mbbs and bds with admission percentage
the student that desire to get admission in medical field must want to find the last year merit list, mbbs bds 2015 2016
session provisional merit list rank arno name com total mark com rank eligibility 1 6212 nishanthrajan k bc 200 00 1 2
5430 mukesh kannan m bc 200 00 2, mbbs bds courses in the following colleges lhmc mamlc maids for bds and ucms
mbbs bds admission 2019 click here to view details of neet ug 2019 archives faculty of medical sciences 6th floor
vallabhai patel, check below 2016 merit list and get expectation about merit list university of health sciences lahore
announced second merit list of mbbs and bds on dated 14 december 2016 before some hours ago uhs published 2nd merit list of different colleges in all over the pakistan the merit list of mbbs and bds given below, dow university of health sciences duhs announced initial admissions merit list of mbbs and bds session 2013 on dated 21 october 2013 attention mbbs bds candidates for session 2013 please view your portfolio by putting your application number send to you today by sms and your date of birth in the given boxes to view your merit list, revised second additional selection list for mbbs bds course in government corporation medical and dental colleges in the state of maharashtra dated 11 10 2013 provisional neet ug 2013 state merit list for the state quota seats of govt of maharashtra list denotes provisional state merit list no allocated by dmer mumbai, knruhs mbbs bds merit list 2019 the kaloji narayana rao university of health science was established in telangana state the university one of the famous university in telangana the association offering a course in bpt b sc nursing pb b sc m sc nursing pg ayush mpt bds mds mbbs amp others, description azad jammu and kashmir medical colleges mbbs bds merit list 2013 for open merit district wise self finance refugees doctor s children so have a complete look on the merit list given here that whether your name is in the list or not, open merit uploaded on 20 07 2013 cat gender neet ug marks faculty of medical sciences university of delhi revised merit list of candidates for admission to mbbs bds course for the session 2013 2014 based on marks of neet ug 2013 held on 05 05 2013 conducted by cbse schooling s no neet percentile du rank neet ug roll no name in pcb, karnataka neet mbbs bds merit list 2019 the national agency test will publish merit list of neet based on entrance exam results and cutoff of mbbs bds admissions 2019 20 the nta neet merit list 2019 will intimate for each of the offered mbbs bds in the karnataka, scope of cs from nust by merit 150 Abdul Moiz Asif sharing his views about nust and net duration 9 08 Muhammad Ali Sajid 511 views new, state merit list of haryana mbbs 2013 pdf free download here pt b d sharma university of health sciences rohtak on the basis of highest marks secured in all india common merit list in neet ug 2013 for admission to mbbs bds score no in haryana state merit list at aiims all india institute of medical sciences, ap neet provisional merit list 2018 after publishing the list of appeared candidates ap neet state quota counseling registration form had been invited for mbbs and bds courses as we know there are 3 states who are not participating in neet all india quota counselling 2018, merit lists 2018 batch mbbs md ms 2013 batch mbbs md ms 2013 batch selection list of mbbs bds students 2010 batch list of mbbs bds students 2009 batch list of
Lahore University of Health Sciences (UHS) on Friday issued the first selection list of candidates admitted to MBBS in 2013. The closing merit for MBBS admissions is the must for the medical and dental programs admission, and admissions are open in MMDc Multan, MBBS and BDS sessions 2013-14.


UHS 1st MBBS and BDS merit list 2018-19. The process of admission in medical and dental institutions of the Punjab for session 2019-18 is that MCAT test is the must for the medical and dental programs admission. Admissions are open in MMDc Multan, MBBS, and BDS sessions 2013-14.
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candidate is full fill when his or her name in part of kemu king edward medical university lahore mbbs bds merit list 2015 its a big achievement of every student who take admission in this medical studies institute, faculty of medical sciences university of delhi new delhi invites application for admission to bachelor of medicine amp bachelor of surgery mbbs and bachelor of dental surgery bds courses commencing in the sessions 2013 14 the university conducts mbbs course in three medical colleges i.e. lady, national university of medical sciences nums announced admission dates for army medical college amc rawalpindi admissions are open for mbbs and bds programs students willing to apply in army medical college for mbbs and bds admission on open merit or foreign self finance seats can apply if the fulfil eligibility criteria, the merit list of the candidates for the mbbs and bds admission for the year 2013 14 is prepared based on the performance of the students in the class 12th hsc march 2013 examinations the cut off marks had been calculated subject wise and the final rank list for the mbbs and bds admission 2013 had been released, the aspirants are informed through e-mail for the neet sikkim mbbs amp bds counselling dates for more information contenders can stay in touch with our web portal regularly click here to download smu neet 2019 merit list rank card sikkim mbbs bds neet rank range 2019, revised combined merit list of provisionally eligible candidates for admission to md ms course 2019 revised list of not eligible candidates for md ms course 2019 corrigendum regarding combined merit list for admission to md ms course 2019 combined merit list of provisionally eligible candidates for admission to md ms course 2019, provisional merit list of candidates who applied for admission to 50 seats of mbbs bds session 2013 in pvt unaided medical dental edu institutions merit list has been prepared on the basis of state merit of neet ug 2013 in case of any discrepancy the candidates should point out the same latest by 12 08 2013 2:00 p.m, a r noname mbbs bds 2014 2015 session provisional merit list com total markeligibility com rank rank 14 06 2014 36 7353 azharuddin m bcm 200 00 1 37 7337 naven baabu s bc 200 00 28, multan has the distinction of being one of the oldest continuously inhabited cities in the world rivaling athens mesopotamia and other cradles of civilization
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Admission to Undergraduate MBBS BDS courses 2013
April 20th, 2019 - The candidates who have registered for admission to MBBS BDS course 2013 must submit their score card of NEET UG 2013 within 15 days after declaration of their results to the Director Institute of Medical Sciences Banaras Hindu University Varanasi Tentative counseling for admission of UG courses MBBS BDS will be held on 4th July 2013

First selection list for MBBS BDS candidates Newspaper
October 29th, 2016 - First selection list for MBBS BDS candidates The last merit of MBBS has been 88 68 and that of the BDS 88 55 per cent according to a press release issued here on Friday 12 342 eligible

Admission into MBBS BDS Colleges ksb gov in
April 17th, 2019 - Admission into MBBS BDS Colleges At present approximately 20 seats in MBBS and 1 3 seats in BDS subject to allotment by Min of Health as Government of India nominee are available through KSB for widows and wards of categories of Defence personnel in the following order of priority

Wah medical college Wah Cannt First MBBS Merit List 2013 14
April 21st, 2019 - Wah medical college Wah Cannt First MBBS Merit List 2013 14 MERIT LIST Merit List Pakistani Resident Seats Selection letters are Being issued from Merit No 01 to 60 2013 14 Merit No UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES LAHORE MBBS BDS Admissions Session 2013 14 Important Public Announcement The Government of the Punjab

Merit lists for MBBS BDS engineering courses out The Hindu
June 29th, 2018 - Among them 12 have secured ranks within the top 3 000 according to the NEET based merit list for admission to MBBS BDS released on Thursday G Selvarajan secretary Selection Committee

Merit Lists Khyber Medical University
April 20th, 2019 - Date Sheet BDS Final Professional Supplementary Exam 2018 Powers amp Duties Of The University Employees Under Khyber Medical University Act 2006 NWFP Act No 2007 Interviews and Merit List Schedule for Private Medical Colleges Admissions 2018 19

University of Health Sciences Lahore
April 20th, 2019 - Welcome to University of Health Sciences Lahore University of Health Sciences UHS Lahore is a vibrant internationally recognized student centered research university with 87 colleges and institutes affiliated and around 70 363 undergraduate and 5 622 postgraduate students registered with it The University was established in 2002

IMS BHU Varanasi Merit List for 2nd Counselling of MBBS
April 18th, 2019 - Merit List for 2nd Counselling of MBBS BDS Admission 2013 Roll Number 88004409 81812307 81817822 87600895 87803865 86103285 84011112 85707682 87900981 86423334 86426915 81807305 88003387 81501874 84022114 86401153 81817135 84809771 81807388 84101804 86101478 86204013 86403202 84120510 86603422 86808614 86409851 8240393 81402437 84501298

10th Merit List of MBBS BDS Announced Private Medical Colleges of Sindh
April 22nd, 2019 - 10th Merit List of MBBS BDS Announced Private Medical Colleges of Sindh Reserved Seats of Balochistan Website http usmankhantv com Inst

DMER
Khyber Medical University Committed to Excellence in April 21st, 2019 - I have joined Khyber Medical University KMU at an exciting and indeed a challenging time where the university finds itself at the cross roads of its embryonic development and being a driver of societal change Public Sector MBBS BDS Admissions Updates Merit List Waiting Lists Provisional Merit List of MPH Students Morning

University of Health Sciences Lahore 1st MBBS Merit List April 9th, 2019 - University of Health Sciences Lahore 1st MBBS Merit List of MBBS BDS Session 2013 14 List of Candidates Selected on Open Merit Seats for Government Medical Institutions of the Punjab Session 2013 2014

UHS 1st MBBS Merit List 2013 14 - Educational Blog April 19th, 2019 - UHS MBBS BDS Selection List 2013 UHS 3rd Merit List of MBBS and BDS 30th December 2016 17 No Comments Jan 5 2017 UET Lahore and Sub Campuses 1st Open Merit List 2014 15 No Comments Sep 24 2014 About The Author Admin And when you want something all the universe conspires in helping you to achieve it 1 134 Comments Ayesha

UHS MBBS BDS Second 2nd Merit List ilmkidunya com pk April 18th, 2019 - UHS MCAT 2nd Merit List 2013 14 For MBBS Admission UHS University Of Health Science UHS Lahore is Displaying The Second Merit List 2013 14 for The Students who Participated In MCAT Exam Merit List Of UHS MCAT For Admission in MBBS …

Shalamar Medical amp Dental College First MBBS Merit List of April 3rd, 2019 - Shalamar Medical amp Dental College First MBBS Merit List of Expatriate Students 2013 14 First merit list Expatriate Students NOTE Last date of fee submission for first merit list is Wednesday November 20 UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES LAHORE MBBS BDS Admissions Session 2013 14 Important Public Announcement The Government of the Punja

AMC Second Merit List of Open Merit Seats for MBBS and BDS March 18th, 2019 - AMC Second Merit List of Open Merit Seats for MBBS and BDS Admissions for 2017 18 session In 2017 AMC Second Merit List for MBBS open merit seats highest merit was 90 0111 and lowest merit was 89 6843 However in AMC Second Merit List for BDS open merit seats highest merit was 89 6616 and lowest merit was 89 5182

KPK Medical Colleges Last Year Merit List for MBBS and BDS April 19th, 2019 - From here you can find KPK Medical colleges Last Year Merit List 2012 for MBBS and BDS with Admission Percentage The student that desire to get admission in medical field must want to find the last year merit list
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MBBS BDS courses in the following colleges April 19th, 2019 - MBBS BDS courses in the following colleges LHMC MAMC MAIDS for BDS and UCMS MBBS BDS admission 2019 Click here to view details of NEET UG 2019 Archives Faculty of Medical Sciences 6th Floor Vallabhai Patel

UHS MBBS BDS 2nd Merit List 2018 LearningAll April 19th, 2019 - check below 2016 merit list and get expectation about merit list University of Health Sciences Lahore announced second Merit List of MBBS and BDS on dated 14 December 2016 before some hours ago UHS published 2nd Merit List of Different Colleges in all over the Pakistan The merit list of MBBS and BDS given below

DUHS Initial Merit List Admissions MBBS BDS 2013 April 13th, 2019 - Dow University of health sciences DUHS announced initial admissions merit list of MBBS and BDS session 2013 on dated 21 October 2013 Attention MBBS BDS Candidates For session 2013 Please view your portfolio by putting your application Number Send to you today by SMS and your date of birth in the given Boxes to view your merit
DMER Directorate of Medical Education and Research
April 14th, 2019 - Revised Second Additional Selection List for MBBS BDS Course in Government Corporation Medical and Dental Colleges in the State of Maharashtra dated 11 10 2013 Provisional NEET UG 2013 State Merit List for the State Quota Seats of Govt of Maharashtra List denotes Provisional State Merit List No allocated by DMER Mumbai

KNRUHS MBBS BDS Merit List 2019 cbseejeneetresults in
April 12th, 2019 - KNRUHS MBBS BDS Merit List 2019 The Kaloji Narayana Rao University of Health Science was established in Telangana state The university one of the famous university in Telangana The association offering a course in BPT B Sc Nursing PB B Sc M Sc Nursing PG AYUSH MPT BDS MDS MBBS amp others

Azad Jammu and Kashmir Medical Colleges MBBS BDS Merit
April 15th, 2019 - DESCRIPTION Azad Jammu and Kashmir Medical Colleges MBBS BDS Merit List 2013 for Open merit District Wise Self Finance Refugees Doctor s Children so have a complete look on the merit list given here that whether your name is in the list or not

FACULTY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES UNIVERSITY OF DELHI Uploaded
March 26th, 2019 - open merit uploaded on 20 07 2013 cat gender neet ug marks faculty of medical sciences university of delhi revised merit list of candidates for admission to mbbs bds course for the session 2013 2014 based on marks of neet ug 2013 held on 05 05 2013 conducted by cbse schooling s no neet percentile du rank neet ug roll no name in pcb

Karnataka NEET Cut Off 2019 MBBS BDS Merit List amp Seat
April 21st, 2019 - Karnataka NEET MBBS BDS Merit List 2019 The National Agency Test will publish merit list of NEET based on entrance exam results and cutoff of MBBS BDS Admissions 2019 20 The NTA NEET Merit List 2019 will intimate for each of the offered MBBS BDS in the Karnataka

10th Merit List of MBBS BDS Announced Private Medical Colleges of Sindh
April 22nd, 2019 - Scope of CS from NUST by Merit 150 Abdul Moiz Asif sharing his views about NUST and NET Duration 9 08 Muhammad Ali Sajid 511 views New

State Merit List Of Haryana Mbbs 2013 pdfsdocuments2 com
April 11th, 2019 - State Merit List Of Haryana Mbbs 2013 pdf Free Download Here PT B D SHARMA UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES ROHTAK on the basis of highest marks secured in All India common merit list in NEET UG 2013 for admission to MBBS BDS Score No in Haryana State merit list AT AIIMS All India Institute of Medical Sciences

Andhra Pradesh AP NEET Provisional Merit List 2018 State
April 13th, 2019 - AP NEET Provisional Merit List 2018 After publishing the list of appeared candidates AP NEET state quota counseling registration form had been invited for MBBS and BDS Courses As we know there are 3 states who are not participating in NEET All India Quota Counselling 2018

Students Acharaya Shri Chander

UHS issues first merit list for MBBS BDS Lahore
April 16th, 2019 - UHS issues first merit list for MBBS BDS Lahore October 29 2016 Listen LAHORE University of Health Sciences UHS on Friday issued the first selection list of candidates admitted to MBBS

2013 Closing Merit For MBBS medstudentz com
April 7th, 2019 - 2013 Closing Merit For MBBS Our Sponsors Welcome to Med Studentz Medical Forums a friendly and informative student community where you can join thousands of other medical students from all over the world
discussing everything related to medical school admissions studying for medical licensing exams and the medical profession in general

UHS Entry Test Results 2019 Final Merit List of MBBS BDS
April 19th, 2019 - University of Health Science MBBS BDS 1st Merit List 2019 UHS Final Merit List UHS Merit List 2019 1st 2nd 3rd The process of Admission in Medical and Dental Institutions of the Punjab for Session 2019 18 is that MCAT Test is the Must for the Medical and Dental programs Admission

Multan Medical and Dental College MBBS and BDS Admissions
April 10th, 2019 - Admissions are open in MMDC Multan MBBS and BDS Sessions 2013 14 MBBS BDS Admissions 2018 Latest Updates Closing Merit of MBBS of Private Medical Colleges 2018 Closing Merit of 2nd Merit List of Public Sector Medical and Dental Colleges 2018 UHS 1st MBBS amp BDS Merit List 2018 19 9th Nov UHS MDCAT Entry Test Result 2018 UHS MDCAT Answer

Bacha Khan Medical College Merit List 2013 he com pk
April 4th, 2019 - This is best place from where you can find Bacha Khan Medical College 1st 2nd merit list 2013 Officially exact date for the announcement of merit list is not announced but most probably it will be the month of September that decides the final candidates merit list for admission 2013

NUST Merit List For MBBS 2013 medstudentz com
April 13th, 2019 - NUST Merit List For MBBS 2013 Our Sponsors Welcome to Med Studentz Medical Forums a friendly and informative student community where you can join thousands of other medical students from all over the world discussing everything related to medical school admissions studying for medical licensing exams and the medical profession in general

Tamil Nadu NEET State Quota Rank List Merit List MBBS
April 14th, 2019 - Tamil Nadu NEET State Quota Rank List Government of Tamil Nadu Health amp Family Welfare Department are conducting NEET state quota counselling for MBBS BDS admission 2018 2019 All candidates who have appeared and qualified in NEET 2018 exam from Tamil Nadu will be invited for the state quota registration and choice filling

1st Merit List For Mbbs Admission 2013 pdfsdocuments2 com
April 21st, 2019 - 1st Merit List For Mbbs Admission 2013 pdf Free Download Here MBBS BDS 1st year Admission list Merit wise Date 21 10 2013 Merit 1655 2949 2954 2956 3013 3057 2013 Name of the Student HARYANA PMT PT BHAGWAT DAYAL SHARMA POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE

FOR SELECTION INTO MBBS BDS COURSES 2013 NEET UG 2013
April 20th, 2019 - merit list of candidates for selection into mbbs bds courses 2013 phy max 180 chm max 180 bio max 360 total max 720 remarks 1 85300518 sagolsem johannengterberg singh general m 116 110 275 501 2 85301786 ngasepam memtombi devi general f 92 106 290 488 3 85301313 ngangom kanchan obc m f 102 71 291 464 4 85303865 nimi tayenjam obc m f 76 114 268 458 5 86401920 nongmeikapam jhaljit singh

KEMU King Edward Medical University Lahore MBBS BDS Merit
April 22nd, 2019 - Dream of a candidate is full fill when his or her name in part of KEMU King Edward Medical University Lahore MBBS BDS Merit list 2015 Its a big achievement of every student who take admission in this medical studies institute

University of Delhi Opens MBBS amp BDS courses admissions
May 13th, 2013 - Faculty of Medical Sciences University of Delhi New Delhi invites application for admission to Bachelor of Medicine amp Bachelor of Surgery MBBS and Bachelor of Dental Surgery BDS courses commencing in the sessions 2013 14 The University conducts MBBS Course in three Medical Colleges i e Lady

bds merit list Pakprep Blogs
April 15th, 2019 - National University of Medical Sciences NUMS announced admission dates for Army Medical
College AMC Rawalpindi Admissions are open for MBBS and BDS programs. Students willing to apply in Army medical college for MBBS and BDS admission on Open merit or Foreign Self Finance seats can apply if they fulfill eligibility criteria.

**Tamilnadu MBBS and BDS Rank List 2013 Medical Colleges List**
April 18th, 2019 - The Merit List of the candidates for the MBBS and BDS Admission for the year 2013-14 is prepared based on the performance of students in the Class 12th HSC March 2013 examinations. The cut off marks had been calculated subject wise and the final rank list for the MBBS and BDS admission 2013 had been released.

**NTA NEET Sikkim Cutoff Marks 2019 MBBS BDS Admission**
April 20th, 2019 - The aspirants are informed through e-mail for the NEET Sikkim MBBS amp BDS Counselling Dates. For more information, contenders can stay in touch with our web portal regularly. Click Here to Download SMU NEET 2019 Merit List Rank Card Sikkim MBBS BDS NEET Rank Range 2019.

**Government Medical College and Hospital**
April 20th, 2019 - Revised combined merit list of provisionally eligible candidates for admission to MD MS Course 2019. Revised list of not eligible candidates for MD MS Course 2019. Corrigendum regarding combined merit list for admission to MD MS Course 2019. Combined merit list of provisionally eligible candidates for admission to MD MS Course 2019.

**PT B D SHARMA UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES ROHTAK**
April 4th, 2019 - Provisional merit list of candidates who applied for admission to 50 seats of mbbs bds session 2013 in pvt unaided medical dental edu institutions merit list has been prepared on the basis of state merit of neet ug 2013. In case of any discrepancy, the candidates should point out the same latest by 12 08 2013 2 00 p.m.

**RANK A R No NAME COM MARKELIGIBILITY RANK**
April 11th, 2019 - Provisional merit list of candidates who applied for admission to 50 seats of mbbs bds session 2013 in pvt unaided medical dental edu institutions merit list has been prepared on the basis of state merit of neet ug 2013. In case of any discrepancy, the candidates should point out the same latest by 12 08 2013 2 00 p.m.

**RANK A R No NAME COM MARKELIGIBILITY RANK**
April 14th, 2014 - Provisional merit list of candidates who applied for admission to 50 seats of mbbs bds session 2014-15. In case of any discrepancy, the candidates should point out the same latest by 12 08 2013 2 00 p.m.

**Multan Medical amp Dental College – Session 2013 14**
April 15th, 2019 - Multan has the distinction of being one of the oldest continuously inhabited cities in the world rivaling Athens, Mesopotamia, and other cradles of civilization.
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